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J. INTRODUCTJON 
Shortly after taking over his post in early January 19n the Associate Director 
General for lnternational Cooperation at CIAT (ADG¡1C) was asked by the Director 
General (DG) to prepare a Position Paper on lnternational Cooperation for presentation 
at the meeting of the Board of Trustees of CIAT to be held on May 5, 19n. 
A step-w i se approach to t.he produc ti on of suc h a paper was deci ded u pon. A 
first draft (Basic DocumentA) was circulated among Directors and Program Leaders on 
February 15th. Extensive commentaries and collaborations on form and content were 
received, and incorporated in a second draft which was rhen subjected toan Interna! 
Workshop on lnternational Collaboration held at CIAT on March 3rd. In addition to all 
Program Leaders, Directors, and most sen ior staff, the Members of .the Executive Commi ttee 
of CIA T were prese nt and partí e i pated in the di scuss i ons . 
A summarized document on lnternational Cooperation was presented to the TAC 
Quinquennial Re view Mission to CIAT on April 22nd. lt contained fundamental positions 
and suggested gu idelines for action in technology transfer, together with suggested 
organizo ti onal and staffi ng patterns. 
On the basis of the c omments and opinions accumulated with the previous iterative 
steps, a fi nal proposed policy and action paper was fi nally drawn, and completely 
rewritten, bllowing a systems approach, wh ich is presented to the Board of Trustees in 
thi s fina 1 ve rsi on . 
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Grateful appreciation is expressed by the ADG/lC responsible for this final 
version, to CIAT Program Leaders and Staff, to members of the Executive Committee 
of CIAT, to Mr. Luis Crouch, Chairman of the Board of T ruste es, to Dr. Frank Byrn~, 
former Training Communications Director of CIAT for their frank comments and 
contributions of content, as well as corree ti ons of form of the original drafts. 
Special thanks are due to Dr. Fernando Fernández and Dr. Fernando Monge, for their 
experienced contributions in their respective fields of Training and Documentation, to 
Dr. Fritz Kramer, for his help in setting up a systems mOdel ing format for the present 
paper, and to Dr. John L. Nickel, DG of CIAT for his constant and helpful advice 
and experienced guidance. 
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11. A RATIONALE FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AT CIAT 
In the recent years CIAT has redefined the interpretation of its mandate, 
reassessed and sharpened the goals and boundaries of its research programs, 
established a tentative outreach scheme, anda whole new institutional structure, 
both in operating programs as well as in its support activities. 
The present position paper is a propasa! to the Board of Trustees of CIAi of a 
set of considerations, objectfves, strategies and approach systems, which in their 
aggregation would complement in the crea of lnternational Cooperation and more 
specificallyinthefunction of technology transfer, the body of policies and programs 
that has al ready e vol ved for technol ogy generati on at the Center. 
A. CIAT's Mandate 
The objectives of CIAT have been restated as: 
"To develop and deliver to national institutions improved technology which 
will contribute to increased production,productivity cnd quality of specific 
basic food commodities in the tropics, principally Latín Americe, thereby 
enabling producers and consumers, especially those with limited resources, 
to increase th~ir pruchasing power and improve their nutriti on". 
Operationally, CIAT may be viewed asan institution devoted to the 
generation and transfer of· technology to be applied in the LDC's (with 
particular reference to Latín Americe) in order to increase food production 
mainly on cassava, field beans, beef (emphasizing tropical pastures and forages) 
rice and swine and with mode rate c oll aborati ve efforts on maize, and eventually 
othe r commodities . 
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B. CJAT's Role in the Generotion ond Tronsfer of Technology 
Despite efforts during the lost five yeors to increose notionol ouput 
of bosic food crops ond livestock ond only portiolly successful ottempts 
to limit populationlgro~th, the first holf of the decode of the seventies 
in Latin Americe, shows very little progress toword increased per copita 
food production. With the exception of rice, only limited increoses 
are evident in notional mean yields o ~ the basic food stuf~s, moize, field 
beons, cossavo, bee~ and swine; all of which still remoin at very low levels 
of physicol production ond of economic product iv ity . 
Per copita food production figures ore probably best os indicators o f the 
overol! situation. In .all reg ions of Lat ín Ame rice, food production has 
pract ically stagna ted since 1970, resulting in o de clin ing ou tput per copi ta. 
This decl ine contrasts with the overol! improveme nt observed d uring the 
1960' s . 
As the less deve lope d count ries of the world, and especiall y of Latín Ame rice, 
strive to acqu ire new techno logy ond put it to use in inc reosing the ir food 
product io n ond in imp rov ing the we l fore of their rural popul otions , · ond 
the ir populotions at large , the lnternationol Rese orc h Cente rs , and 
specifica lly CIAT in its ma nda ted commodities , o re unequivocall y co mrni tted 
to pla y an importont supporting role . As on odvanced research center , we ll 
staHed , and equipped, w ith deep owc reness o f ag ri cu ltura! problems o nd 
resources, ond of techno log ica l e nvironmen ta l and socia l constra ints to the 
production of the commodi t ies it dca ls with, C IAT, should and does design 
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and actívate both base and complementary programs to those of 
collaborating countries ~n commocfity research, ond technology 
transfer. 
l 
A collaborative position of CIAT in t~chnology generation and transfer 
should not come from any degree of impositbn of CIAT's methodologies, 
materials , or training systems on the countries it serves. lt should arrive 
from a freely executed mutual approach between CIAT and any collaborating 
country for the · purpose of reinforcing the capacity of national programs 
to develop through their own channels, systems, skills and efforts the 
kinds of ultirnate food producHon technology, thot will improve the economic, 
social, and nutritional well-being of their populations. 
CIAT does hove an advantage,not generalii:ed, in technology generation, 
as compared to most national programs in various aspects of production of 
its mandated commodities. Early and constant contacts may make national 
programs aware of how they could better utilize the research, training, 
communication and documen tation facilities ovai loble at CIAT in the degree 
and .measure appropriate to their own needs. 
CIAT generated and/or adopted technologies may be made ovailable to 
nationdl programs a t intermediate , or advanced leve ls of development as 
each case may demand. The national programs, in turn, wi ll test , va lidate , 
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adopt and adapt such t~chnologies to therr own needs. A feed.:. 
back mechanism will assure that any relevant technologies may be 
further returned to C IAT from coóperating countries for test and 
val idation elsewhere. 
l 
e . e lA T Parameters in Jn ternat ion a 1 eooperat ion 
eJAT views its role in lnternational Cooperation primarily from the 
standpoint of a research institution. lt addresses itsel f to country 
problems in its mandated commodities, striving to solve them, creating 
better varieties of plants, with higher yiel::fs, disease and pest resistance, 
tolerant to stresses of severa! kinds, of h igh nutritiona1 value, requiring 
low input leve ls, and susceptible of being util ized at sc;ale neutral 
input levels, and i~ farming systems amenable to use by poor farmers. 
lt also strives to develop the type of methodologies and systems, and 
components of systems of production that can be quickly and easily 
transferable over vast geographical oreas, within the tropics a 
etAT is fully aware that in order for its technology to be adoptad ond 
a~opted, developed furt he r and used, it has to define certain parameters 
of oction as we ll as those of its own limitations. The technoloSiy transfer 
criterion, as we ll as research collaboration with countries requires 
trained personnel, organ ized commod ity . or discipl inary programs, and 
sound structural institutional bases in those countrie s. e IAT can play 
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a very importont role in training the personnel that will colloborote 
in future progroms, ond mointoin clase institutional linkoges, oll the 
woy from the directive, ond progrommotive, to the operotionol levels. 
The strengthening of notionol reseorch copobilities must in the short 
term oim to help tronsforming notionol institutions, when worronted, 
from performing essentiolly odoptive reseorch ond technology vol idotion 
octivities with o strong support from the lnternotionol Centers ond other 
extemol agencies, to colloborote in developing their own moteriols 
ond estoblishing stronger horizontal reoltionships with all kinds of 
institutions in the woFid. 
The mechanisms for technical ond economic validation of new vorieties 
ond methodologies in former's fields must be improved ot the nationol 
leve!. lnternot ional Centers hove on important role to play in this 
connection, given the above mentioned considerot ions on the progressive 
noture of institution building in the countries. 
Country personnel in chorge of disseminoting technology commonly lack 
procticol orientotion ond experience needed to diagnose field production 
problems os well as in o more progmotic concept ion of the farm prablem os 
o whole. CIAT's oction-in commodity production troining moy moke a 
significont ccnt ribut ion. Since CJAT's training is guided by o leorn ing-
by-doing philosophy ond emphosizes on integrated opproach to the form 
problem which includes inputs in form e conomics and communicotion 
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theory and practice, it can produce important and long range 
effects on national programs. 
AH these activities flow in the direction of the creation of useful 
technology for the production of food commodities and its efficient 
diffusion to farm producers in the collaborating countries. However, 
as is shown in Fig. 1, the building of a production model rests not only 
on building blocks that are related to technology generation, transfer, 
and adoption. For technology to be adopted, foctors such as production 
risks, commodity credit programs, storage facilities, transportation, 
availability of input.s and their price, relative to the commodity price, 
labor availabil ity, tax structure, land tenancy, and concentration size 
of holdings, etc., are just as important if not more, in defining the final 
success of a country in achieving a significant increase in productivity and 
total national production of a g iven commodity. 
· The success of other IARCs with their commodities, such as wheat and rice, 
points to the potential effect of powerful new technologies in alterning 
original equilibrio and opening the door for key factors listed on the right 
hand side of Fig. 1, to be manipulated in achieving spectacularly large 
produC:tion in creases. · 
Even though CIAT is in no position to be involved in modeling or suggesting 
national commodity production policies, yet because· of its knowledge of the 
potential impact of r:'ew technologies, it should reach national government 
r-
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agricultura! planners and policy makers, and expose to thein in workshops 
the characteristics and potentials of those new tedinologies. lt should 
also bring together teams of commodity production leaders, planners, and 
officers in de.cision making positions from severa! countries, in workshops, 
for the purpose of discussing means for utilizing the new technologies, in 
their own respective benefits. 
In defining its parameters of action in outreach, CIAT foresees institutional 
participation in: a) building resear.:h bases for the creation of new 
technology through commodity programs of research, on its own , and in 
collaborative netwqrks or through bilateral arrangements wíth national 
programs, b) transferring technology through training, communications, 
documentation services, field demonstrotions, and plan~ pr::>pagation 
materials, and seeds, e) he lping national institutions to build manpower 
resources with competence and skill in c::J,;3ricultural research, and extension, 
· d) creatihg the necessary mechanisms for exchange o f ideas in workshops, 
seminars, and conferences, related to the development of cooperative 
• networks in research, to the identification and proposals for sol ution o f 
production problems, and for the evaluotion of results. 
D. The Generation and Transfe r of Technology: The Transfer Chain 
A graphic representat ion of this process is g iven in the next page. 
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The technology transfer .:hain may be structurally considered as fitting 
a simple communication model from source to receiver and back . 
The initial stage. of the transfer chain begins with research to generate 
technology 1 wh ich is then transferred through training and other means 
(Stage 1). Succeeding steps {Stage 11) of local {within-country) val idation 
and/or adaptation to local env ironmental and socio-economic factors a re 
followed by inter-institutional research-extension 1 inkages (Stage 111} a nd 
lastly 1 wider disse mination and odopt ion or reject ion by fa rme rs takes 
place (Stage IV) . 
The first of the four stages in the chain tha t is, the passing of new 
technologies a nd know- how to nationa l institutia ns a nd private enterprises 
engoged in odapt ive research 1 is the majar orea af act iv ity far the inte rnat ianal 
centers. 
ln ·succeeding stoges the majar respa nsib ility passes increasing ly ta the 
no t ianal leve!. Cantinu ing assistonce fram CIAT is needed 1 hawever 1 ta 
ensure a n uninterrupted flaw of te chna log icol in formatian. The traditiona l 
separa t ian a f research a nd exte nsian in most cauntries , makes th is fl ow 
particula rl y difficu lt 1 anci the ca mman insuffi ciency af pract ica ! fa rming 
experience a nd technical knaw- how among exte nsion wa rkers reduces the ir 
credibility in the eyes of formers. 
As presented graphically in the next page 1 CIAT wi ll e stublish co llabarat ive 
- 11 ._ 
ties with countries for the validation and transfer of technologiesl (Fig.3) 
progressively decreasing involvemert up to Stage 111 of the transfer 
chain. Any direct involvement of CIAT in the last stage of the chain would 
be minimal 1 since national institutions must bear the entire responsibitity 
here. Sorne indirect involvement 1 however 1 could take place 1 especial! y 
through mass media in formation 1 such as films or video-tapes distributed 
to national TV networks. 
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111. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
A. In Countries '•,, . ...J '• ; ~ .. ... r - ; . , 
The present situation in most countries, in regard to the rete of increose 
of production of the ·commodities with which CIAT deols, has been 
described in Chopter 11. With the exception of a few countries, and 
two of the commodities: rice ond beef, the rote of increase of production 
per copita has experienced diminishing trends. 
The rote of population increose in most of the trop ical reg ions exc:<eeds 
3% per yeor and in Latin Americe is one of the highest in the world. For 
exomple: Colombia in barely 25 years moy reach o population of 55 mili ion 
inhabitonts (presently 25 million), Ecuador 16 million (presently 7 million), 
ond Perú 33 mil 1 ion (presently 15 mili ion) . 
The acceleration of research output and the development of mechonisms ond 
techniques for quick transfer, volidation and odoption of technologies 
· to the countries is of urgent neces.sity. 
The constraints that hove be en ide nt i fied in the countries, in general, but 
which require systematic and specific evoluation in each one, are listed ond 
explained below: 
1. Absence of new te chnoiogies. 
A large number of countr ies are using old, traditional varie ties with 
low yield potential; their cultural practices ore designed mostly to the 
use of low levels of inputs, and savings of energy (human ond animal) 
- 13 -
but are not geared to high productivity derived from increased 
plant populations and applicat!on of inputs(which use more seed, 
chemicals, and money, all of them costly and scarce) and do not, 
in many cases lmake the best possible use of the ·natural resources with 
which farming oreas are endowed, within natural limitations. 
2. Limited generating and adaptive research capabilities. 
tV.any national institutions hove evolved slowly, and in sorne cases certoin 
commodity national programs do not even exist. Problems in these 
countries range from almost obsolute absence of research capabilities 
on the one extreme, in sorne, to good physicol ond structural 
research facilities in other but which may be inhibited from performing 
a good reseorch function becouse of financio! constraints , policy 
considerotions 1 or lack of sufficient nurnbers of troined scientists . 
3. Defficient mechonisms for technology vol idotion, odaptotion ond odoption . 
Existence of preventive blocks to the tronsfer of technology hove been 
identi fied in sorne countries. These blocks take the form of o) lock of 
personnel 1 knowledge 1 skills and motivotions of their existing .personnel, 
b) object ives ond purpose of the national institutions, e) their organizotion , 
ond. the ir interno! inte rre lot!ons between their pub!ic-private-r-.; ral s e~to rs. 
4. lneffectual strateg ies ond de fi c ien cias cf focus and approach in technological 
transfer . 
- l4 ':" 
The setting up of priorities on the basis of ineffectual objectives, 
dubious decisions and precarious strategies and approaches to technological 
transfer hove led to~ failures in many research and extension operations in 
Latin Americe and throughout the world. 
5 • .Technical capabilities of research and technology transfer personnel. 
The absence of trained personnel, its lack of practica! agricultura! production 
experience, and skills, their low level of preparation in methodology and 
content 1 for effectiveness in undertaking research in many disciplines connected 
to agri cultural commodity production 1 their inabil ity to focus on significan t 
productio"n problems and to identify breakthrough opportunities1 and poor 
communications between research and extension, are all real problems in 
many countries. 
6. Government poi icies in commodity production: weak or absent. 
Exercises in developing coherent government policies in commodity production 
are of very recent occurrence in many countries. Such exercises are in many 
cases, focused erroneous ly 1 are not we ll founded 1 hove insuffici~nt ~ontent.. 
are not coordinated, their partial sub-policies do not follow converging paths 1 
are short of instruments and mechanisms, either legal , operational 1 infra-
structural or fi nancia!. In a such a bed the seed of new technology may not 
bear fruit, or even ge t to the point of germinat ing. 
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8. At CIAT 
A set of problems has also been identified at CIAT in regard to its 
mandate, structure, and interna! and externa! outlook of how to gear 
and equip itsel t to conduct its assigned mission. These are: 
1. Nature of the mandate: mixed comodity- geographical. 
CIAT has: (a) severa! commodities under its mandate; (b) they are 
uniquely distributed as animal products (beef and swine), which 
involve both the primary (pastures and feeds) and at the secondary 
(meat) production levels in the farm economy; (e) some (cassava, 
beans) are subjéct to marked local ized consumer references; (d) 
are not usually planted in large scale production fields; (e) are less 
easy to propagate, and distribute; (f) require new techno\ogies for 
harvest and post-harvest storage (cassava); (g) one crop in its mandate 
(beans) has had a traditionally problem - solving rather than break-
through - oriented mental ity in their research among its particular 
scient ific community. 
Additioria lly the mandate specifies a high - in some cases -andan 
exclusive - in others - dedicat ion to technology - generation and 
tra11sfer in Latin Ainerica (rice, sv: ine , beef, and maize). This 
fact creates certain de finite requirements for specificity of performance 
under prescribed so il conditions, and attaches a wlld level of built-in 
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genotype - environment interaction (i .e.: a[lic soils) into the 
research generation and transfer system components of e lA T's 
strateg ies. 
2. Organizational structure 
A commodity oriented structure for the e lA T programs was adopted 
sometime back 1 with multidiscipl inary teams focused on convergent 
and integrated·research objectives aimed at solving problems, and 
generating materials and methodologies basic to increased production 1 
and amenable to use in a vost array of farmers systems 1 including very 
specifically 1 those unable of using h igh levels of out-form inputs. 
To this structure 1 a new one was recently added, which indudes 
technology transfer as a joint and equal responsibility to research to 
each commodity prdgram. The outreach function of each program 1 
as viewed today at eiAT, is conceptually and pragmatically not only 
a necessity, but olso an added justification For its very existence. 
Assuming that the technology it produces is useful to make it accessible 
to the final users requires advanced ccireful planning in devising 
strategies and tactics, and impl ementing them within the outreach 
function 1 not only at tne whole centers (CIAT) directive leve!, but 
primarily at the Commodity Program leve! . The assignment of one or 
more headquarters core scientists to outreach has been a fundamental 
decision in the right direction. Howcver, . th is de cision has to be 
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complemented by further actions on the problem presented next. 
3. Outlook of the Commodity Programs on outreach 
Self-analysis of progressively how much, and when shifts of emphasis 
should be made between research and outreach efforts, are crucial 
to CJAT 1s efforts and future success. Being primarily a research center , 
CIAT from that position should view objectively its future programming, 
being ready to make changes in emphasis between research generation and 
transfer with the full and enthusiastic participation of its staff. The outlook 
on outreach may need a sh ifting ratio of research generation/technology 
tral)sfer, which will allow. for continuing excellence .and emphasis in 
research, wh ile allocating gradual! y more emphasis to outreach in research 
networks, seed multiplication,technology validation and trair.ing of 
scientists as advances in core research are realized. 
The allocation of resources to all the outreach functions at C lAT may need 
to be expended and revised from time to time to keep pace with the 
opportunities arising from research achievements. Jt is well to bear in mind 
that the success of private research/sales organizations is based on at least 
a 1:1 budget and action ratio . Even though CIAT expects a 1:-acking up and 
substantially heavier involvement and budgeting of technology trans fer 
personnel at national programs, a s its training functions succeed, it should 
be prepared to effect additional futu re commitments to its outreach budget. 
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ft is apparent that CIAT should not depart from the philosophy of 
being essentially an achievement center- achievement being 
quantifiable not in terms of research papers and reports on scientific 
findings (no matter how fine and soph isticated) - but fundamentally 
in terms of 11 useful technologies produced on a short span of tim~ 11 • 
This has required and will continue to require an adjustment of the 
conceptual thinking of its scientific staff. Expected rewards of its 
scientific staff should not be primarily measured in terms of the 
traditional scientific personality imcge to the eyes of its peers in 
commodity - surplus countries, but rather by the final and impersonal 
appreciation of the poorly nourished peoples of today, cnd those of the 
future, who have a right to afford and improve their daily rr.ea ls for years , 
to come, as a consequence of the pragmatic,idealistic, unerring efforts 
of highly and rightly motivated scientists. The pursuit of individual 
scientific satisfactions and goals, is compatible with the mission 
orientotion of CIAT, os long as they $tay wi thin miss ion limits. 
C. ldenti ficat ion of Commodity Technical Problems 
Certain commodities with which CIAT deals, present certain types 
of fu ndamental problems, wh ich requ ire ident ification, discussion and 
presentation of proposals for action . Such action may involve from (1) 
simply activating research projects at CIAT,.. (2) to dcvdoping a mult i-
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institutional approach in which erAT, other rARC's and other national research 
programs operate jointly or apportion among themselves parts of the task, to (3) 
cases where eJAT's mandate may need to be either expendedor reduced. 
Examp1es of the above may be in 1) cassava harvesting research, in 2) post-
harvest technology of cassava, identification and cataloguing of bean virus; 
in 3) expanding eiAT's role in rice work in Latin Americe to include upland rice , 
and tropical rain forest ecological conditions for its beef program. 
D. Overall eJAT Outreach Objectives 
The present situation in the countries and in e lA T has been identified in the 
proceeding sections. This ident.ification should be a continuing dynamic processes 
of information and documentation requiring permanent e IAT involvement. 
For the present situation an initial set of Overol! Objecti":es for eiAT's outreach (confined 
to a focus on the commodities of its mandate) is listed below: 
1) Transferring and assisting countries in the val idation of new e IAT technology. 
2) Helping national inst itutions to strengthen their reseorch copabi\ities. 
3) lncreasing the amount and flow of scientific and technical information. 
4) Establish ing research linkages between eJAT and client countries. 
5) Helping to bridge the gap between research cnd extension within countries. 
6) Helping national governments to develop strategies for effective use cf new 
technologies. 
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E. Expedations 
In the former sections definition of country and erAT problems, overall objectives, 
operational objectives a·nd parameters of action hove been presented. These 
will leed in successive sections of this paper to the presentation of proposed strategies 
and tactic activities following the presentation of operational objectives. 
Should these be approved, it is expected that the e lA T commodity production programs 
(rice, cassava, beans , beef, and swine, primarily, and maize secondarily) will 
receive a powerful thrust and momentum that may provide expectations of carry ing 
on country programs e long with e lA T pa:tnersh ip with in e lA T's means and resources, 
and steming from all its potential for initiatives to very significant levels of 
production increase. While these levels cannot be pre-quantified, because of the 
complexity of factors interacting to produce final country results, the expectations 
should be high and optimistic. The roed is open and the challenges are known . 
Accepting them means an all-out instHutional effort, with every ene in its r ight 
post, putting on a very important piece of the action. Well thought, well coordinated 
efforts, with decisive, effective actions, sensing and monitoring constantly the 
operational milieu would lead to successful and highly quantifiable achievements. 
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IV. OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
Post experience has indicated that even though an instifvtion may hove decided 
towards where it is heading either in research or technology transfer , it must 
expl icitly define a set of goals and quantifiable and clear cut ob jectives - namely 
criterion variables. These should be subject to breakdown of component projects 
and sub pro jects, each one with defined ob jectives in terms of targets (direction), 
magnitude and scope (dimension), and chronology (time) elements. 
A. Criterion variables of Outreach Activities 
The criterion variables of outreach will be treated in th is document as 
operational goals in the ·medium term (5 years), not on ly as conceptual 
mode 1, but al so as defined targets: 
a. 1 Research Networking. The organization of outlying research for 
C IAT 's programs involves carefu l nurtur ing 1 understand ing and cooper-
ation between CIAT and national institutions . 
Outlying tests themselves need b be carefully analyzed to establish 
a hiercrchical system of priorities. An appropriate nomenclature may 
facilita te the organization and execution of test ing networks. Three 
nefworks 1 with vary ing degrezs of involvement or. the part of CIAT 1 
are proposed. They are prese nted graph icall y in the next page 1 and 
their interre lationships are expressed below : 
Network 1: CIAT Outl y ing Replicated Tests 
These CORT's (Fig.4) purport ~o accumulate research informat ion 
on performance over locatioil and years of specific treatments ( includ-
T est 
Country A 
CIAT 
COMl\IODITY 
PROGRAMS 
Network III 
Country D 
Fig . 4 
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ing vaieties under this general designation), for the purpose of select-
ing treatments with best performance, according to pre-establ ished criterio. 
They may be spread over a number of locations and years where the tech-
nologies being tested are e xpected to apply. They ae mostly under direct 
control of eiAT, and in many cases also funded by CIAT. Data are collected 
by eiAT 1s programs, mostly directly and in certain cases with the cooperation 
or throug h nat ion al programs, ano 1 yzed, and i nterpreted by e IAT staff. 
These eORT •s constitute e IAT •s own testing 'network (NW 1), and may be 
spread over a number of countries (i. e. the bean program lnternational Bean 
Rust Nursery ( IB RN) set of trials). 
Network 11: National Val ida tion Networks 
These NVN tests cover a given country ora small regional group of 
countries, and explore variations in performance of a restricted number of 
previously se lected treatments. They are placed w ithin a restricted ter-
ritory, but exposed to more specific environmental interaction effects than 
a re eORT 1s. Also, the technologies tested in the NVN•s are of a more 
detail ed and finished nature, and may inc lude inputs of additional research 
and· techno logies developed by national institutions. 
Such \-vould be the case for example, of the presen te IAT coll cboratlon 
in Honduras, whereby e lA T prov ides germplasm and te chn ical advise, and 
the Government of Honduras carries out the rese arch activities with in the 
country with the fin ancio! aid of ID B. lt might involve also sel e cted rice , 
cassava, or fora~c cdvar.~ed se lectiorl!: de. :ved from CIAT or igir.al mater ial 
placed in competition with entr ies from other or iginal sources in national 
prog r a m tests. 
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Network 111: lnternational or Regional Networks 
These IRN 's stem from the need to hove a broader. perspective of 
the geograph ical oreas covered by C lA T and the overo 11 performance 
and conditions ~f applicotion of finished technologies. They may be 
organized by CIAT or by other IARC's. This might be,for example, the 
case of finished beef production technologies in al! ic soils, or of rice 
varietal tests in Central Americe, or of maize variety tests in the Andean 
orea, under supervision of CIAT in cooperation w ith CIMMYT. Present-
ly, the Latín American Bean Network organized by CIAT, would be 
an example of an on-g?ing network of this type. ( IBYAN) . 
The formation and organization of research networks is a joint re-
sponsibil ity of the commodity programs ond the Associcite Director General 
of lnternotional Cooperation . (ADG/ IC ) . He w ill play o mojar role in 
ossessing needs of the countries as well as possibilities of colloboration, 
country resotxces and , in general, the feasibility of setting up such net-
works in terms of the particular situation in the countries. On the other 
hand, todo th is, the ADG/ IC will also hove to be perfectly knowledgeable 
in what the CIAT programs can offer, and maintoin clase communicotion with 
program leaders in arde r to accompl ish a balance and help in decision-mak-
ing in terms of real ities, both on the part of C IAT as well es on the resources 
and the needs of the countr ies. 
The follow ing commodity networks will be operational at CIAT: 
· o) Bean ne twork 
b ) Cassava ne twork 
e) Rice network 
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d} Andean maize network 
e) Forage eval uat ion network 
f) Swine nutritian netwark 
a.2 Manpower development. CIAT addresses itself to the problem of develop-
ing skilled, cooperative scientific manpower in research and production in 
collaborating countries throt.gh a program of graduate training, conferences, 
and worksho¡::6. 
lts Training and Conferences activities ae ·designed to: 
a} Prepare the professional manpower needed to integrate 
commodity networks 
b) Prepare personne l skilled in commodity production and 
communical ion and training ab il ities to act as in-country 
production trainees 
e ) Bring together network scientists and also planners and 
poi icy de e ision-makers to re inforce research and develop-
ment activ ities . 
During the lllnternal Workshop on Training held at CIAT, in April, 1976, 
the following were established as the primary objectives of Training and 
Conferences: 
1) To contribute toward deve loping cooperative networks 
on field beans 1 cossava 1 rice 1 beef 1 maize 1 and swine. 
2) To help noticnal institutions strengthen their agricultura! 
research and devel opment copab il ities regarding C IAT 's 
commodities. 
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3) To ossist scientists of colloboroting countries and their plan-
ning and policy decision moking offices by providing support-
ing informotion to enable them to formulote policies and plan 
stroteg ies J hot involve the util ization of promising new com-
modity production technology. 
The following operotional objectives ore defined in th is orea: 
1) Special ized graduate training in specific research fields of 
CIAT commodities. 
2) Multidisciplinory integroted training in field-testing of tech-
nology and in production practices on a single commodity basis. 
3) Assistance to national · commodity programs by C IAT in the anal-
ysis and a ssessment of scientific and technicol manpower needs 
and in the pi ann ing for appropr iate tra in ing to fulfill those 
needs. 
4) Help to national institutions to establ ish and conduct within-
country production training programs on CIAT mandated com-
modities. 
5) Development and production of training materials for use in 
CIAT-based training as well as for within-coun try training, 
and spec ific orrthe-job tra ining. 
6) Provision of persona l and institutiónal follow-up and communication 
backstopping to graduates of CIAT's training programs. 
7 ) Organ ization of conferences fo r research scien t ists, deve lopment 
work~rs , and decis ion - makers e ither separate oras combined groups, 
to transfer informa tion, obta in feedback ond deve lop research and 
production strategies. 
Types of troining imported ot eJAT will be: 
a) Short courses (1 - 2 months) on reseach methodology 
b) Short courses (1 - 2 months) on production of o g iven commodity 
e) Medium length courses in single commodity production with stress on 
field troining (5 to 10 months) 
d) Reseorch internships in the commod ity progroms (usual spon of time: 
4 - 12 months) 
e) Reseach fellowships for M.S. ond Ph.D. condidotes (usual span of 
time: 12 to 24 mon·tf:ls} 
f) Post-doctoral reseorch fellowsh ips (6 rnonths to 24 months) 
The nurnbers of troinees and ernphosis on the respective progroms will depend on 
opproved core and special fund finoncing. All types of troining ore at thepost-
groduate (post S.S. or lng. Agr.) leve!: Training for less thon B.S.or lng. Agr. 
moy be occasionally needed in sorne in-country courses, where eJAT troining 
services rnay not reoch - because of insufficient numbers -a required nurnber of 
students with college degrees. 
Research fel !owsh ips in odd ition to preparing personnel for notional programs, 
moy help e IAT identify potentiol candidates - especiolly ot the post-graduate 
level - to fill sorne of its vacant positions. 
o.3 Reg ional and country outposting. To facilitate the outreoch operotior6 
on selected cornrnodities ·on selected oreas, e IAT will outpost a definite number 
of outreach and of research scient ists in selec tcd locations, for both regional 
service, ond bilateral contract in specific country service. A proposed stoffing 
pottern is presented loter in Chopter VI. Scientists operoting out of CIAT 
central base will support outreoch operotions, involving themselves within 
progrommed boundaies in such octivities. 
o. 4 lntemotionol Agricul turol Reseorch Center Networking 
An integral opprooch to solving t7chnology tronsfer problems between lnternotionol 
Centers for the use of their respective, either commodity or geogrophicolly -
bound priority el ients, is through ogreements to estobl ish commodity re ley· teoms, 
either ot Center heodqucrters, or in the locotions where they hove concentrated 
research and/ or outreoch activities. 
Preliminary experience at CIAT is being obtained with CIMMYT and IRRI relay 
teams, and further relay team ogreements between CIAT ond other IARCs will be 
cons idered and proposed. 
a. 5 Communicotions Network ing 
In cxldition to the normal activities of a specialized scientific library, CIAT has 
a Documentation Center providing abstrocts on cards on o monthly basis on cassovo, 
field beans (under tropical conditions) and agriculturol economics in Latín Americe. 
Tropical postures ond foroges documentation is being planned to stcrt in 1977. 
The regular distribution of abstract cords ond provision of specific topic searches 
to subscribers, will be complemented by onnual compilotions of obstrocts in book 
form. 
Documentation activities are presently chorocterized by o greoter integrotion of 
documen totion per ::_ with other communicotion octivities such os the publicot!on 
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of monographs giving state-of-the-ort reports based on existing knowledge to date, 
while providing the analytical views of the scientist/writer; the continuation of the 
current series of Manuals such as Field Prqblems of Cassava; and selective 
reproduction of publ ished journal articles wh ich should reach a wider audience. 
' l . 
The mejor· ~dvantage of documentation activities as compared to the more traditional 
publication of only bibliographic listings is that as s~n as documents are collected 
the information is provided to the scientists. The inaeczsed importance of CIAT's 
documentation activities, as indicated by user countries, makes it necessary to 
complement in-house documentation by linking with international networks ( such 
as TYMNET) vio telex and international telephone 1 ines vio Satell ite for access to 
documentation and library data bases. Communication and exchange of information 
between international center scie ntists and .others in related fields (as recommended 
by the CGIAR Review Committee), will also be emphasized through network ing. 
The Tables of Contents a re prod uced from jo~nól s in P!ant , Animal and Socia l Sc iences so 
,that photocopies of article¡ chosen from them may'be obtairied .either foca lly or from CIAT . 
In this fashion national institutions will use the CIAT Library as a back-stop to fil l 
photocopying requests for those materials not locally available. CIAT will bul k 
mail the Tables of Contents each month tO the a national institution in a .given country 
for interna! distribution. Arrangements of th is type are presentl y be ing impl emented 
with Argentin?, Braz il , Paraguay a nd Venezuela. 
a . 6 Public lnformat ion 
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In the past, CIAT has concentrated on reaching the scientific and technical 
community through the written media. V:ry little emphasis has been given 
to writing publicdtions intended for wider audiences. However, it is very 
iniportant at the present s\age. of CJAT's development, to have more and better 
publications ofthis latter ncture. As previously mentioned, scientists and outreach 
specialists need these tools not only for diffusing technical results but also for promoting 
a more accurate picture of CJAT internationally. 
Given the recognized importance of making CIAT well known at the countries' 
leve1, an expansion of act ivities a long th is line is planned through the addition 
of a Message Design Unit which, besides desigriing and originating publications 
of scientific informat ion , al.ldio-visual materials, such as video-tapes transferred to 
films wi ll al so a id in improving in-house presentations of CIAT's activities to visitors 
as well as provide scientists and outreach special ists with a powerful tool for 
diffusing CIAT 's image and activities through in-country talks and presentations, and 
in TV networks in selected countries . 
Five 15-20 minute films will be produced in 1978-79. One Senior 
Coordinator of Pub! ic lnformation has been requested for th is section in 1978. 
a.7 Consulting and Technical Assistance 
CIAT does rec:eive requests for technical cons!.:ltaticr. v: ith natior.al p:-QGra:n:;, ir.cl uding 
regiona l corporations, farmers cooperatives and farmers associations. These involve 
furnishing scientific information, providing CIAT scientific and technical manpower 
for technical assistance over prescribed and 1 imited periods of time to evoluate projects, 
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help in developing progra"ms, assisting with research station development, 
assisting with the start up or begfnning operation of commodity production programs, 
Qnd in organizing and c~nducting in-country training. Tbe trend towards increased 
pressure of the countries for this type of CIAT services is already e vident. CIAT 
has been contributing its manpower in a 1 imited manner to national programs for 
these types of consultation. They will continue to the extent that they do not 
unduly tax the capacity of the programs to effect other priority acHvities, but will 
not be detracted from actively pursuing an assistance operation, wherever it is felt 
that it belongs within the central orea of CIAT1s objectives 
B. lntegrat ion of Research and Te eh no 1 ogy T rans fer at the Operationa 1 Leve 1 
A set of criterion variables, susceptible of quontificotion in their various components 
has been presente'd in the former sect ion. No less important is the qua! itat ive 
integration of the technology generating and transfer functions at the operationcl 
leve ls, namely with in the commodity programs. The achievements of unified criterio 
for a ll the discip lina ry sections interacting and ·collaborating within each commodity 
program, the- establishment of cl ear and defined projects a nd subprojects with speci fi c 
objectives and time tables, under close supervision of program leaders 
is an essential organizationa l task . 
The definition o f wh ich transferable technologies will become ovailable 
in the context of a time-scale, will permita close relationship a nd coordination 
between the research and technology transfer phases of each program. A 
. yearly revision and forecost fo r eoch program will be required os to its a vailoble 
tronsferable technology . 
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lt is expected that while sorne specific outreach personnel will be cornrnitted 
to genuine validation tests, and training, and while certain research personnel 
will be fully engoged in research, the rnajority of the staff will be involved to 
a relatively lesser or greater degree in sorne sort of outreach function. 
The awareness and organizational implications of such balanced activities 
within each prograrn will be recognized, assessed, and oriented proper\y by 
the prograrn leaders and the ADG~ and the ADG/IC. 
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V. THE SOLUTION MODEL: STRATEGIES 
In the systems onolysis o Solution Model or set of strotegies is o design for 
ochieving specified operotionol objectives . In our lnternotionol Cooperotion Model 
the design sequence presen.ted next, will be followed: 
o. lnformotion ond Documentotion lnputs 
An office will be set out within the orgonizotion of the Documentotion 
Section of the Direction of Scientific lnformotion ond Documentotion , 
chcrged with the function of ossembl ing informotion wh ich moy he! p sup-
port ond guide the commodity progroms to steer o course of oction leoding 
to objective ond meoningfu,l gools. This "Country Documentotion Office " 
will ossemble informotion required to present Country ond Regional, general 
ond commodity profiles, which will be updoted. 
The following informotion will be ossembled, filed, colloted, interpreted, 
cotologued, synthesized and circuloted to Directors, leoders, ond scientific 
staff: 
(o.l) Notionol orgonizotions, reseorch stations, ond staffing potterns; 
(o.2) Environmentol (climotic , soils, geogrophic) doto, inc lud ing 
mops and oeriol photographs; 
(o.3) Social ond economic dota, ond studies; 
(a .4) Availcble country a nd sectorial profiles; 
(o.5) lnformation on significont development projects such os droinoge 
or irrigotion, roed constructions, etc. 
Each trip report from every scientist at CIAT will be used to update the information 
bonk at the Country Documentotion Office. This information will be strictly used for 
CIAT pur¡:x>ses and for improving the Center's base for understanding the real i~i cs of country 
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development needs, improving the test designs, and making SIXe that CJAT commodity 
programs goals ae relevant to the countries needs. 
b. Resource component (F ig. 5) 
(b :1) Off ice of the Assoc iate Director General for lnternational 
Cooperation 
The office of the ADG/JC will outl ine and operate the fol!owing set 
of strategies: 
l. Deputize for the DG and collaborate in overol! admin istration of 
CIAT with DG ond ADG/R 
2. Coordinate with ADG/R and program Jeaders, research activities 
at fhe interphases with national programs, specifying the type number, 
Jocation and timing of pro jects 
3. Excercise overol\ administrotion duties on the various programs 
related to lnternational Cooperation (training and conferences, doc-
umentation and Jibrary, public information and public relotions, relay 
un its and outreach and bilateral contract staff) 
4. Establish interinstitutional contacts between CIAT and country 
agricultura! development and research programs, aiming at the struc-
turing and main~enancy of sol id coiiCJboraf'ive links 
5. Help national commodity programs identify and assess their man-
power needs, availing themselves of training opportunities offered at 
CIAT 
6. A id to outr eCJch operat ions of the Cornmod ity Programs in transferr i ng 
germplasm , odvanced breed ing moteriol,ond basic seed, and estobl ish 
the bosis for operationol systems for local seed production 
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7. Negotiote* ogreements with other internotionol organizotions 
(IICA, CATIE, etc.) 
8. Negotiate* specific bilatera.l agreements between CJAT and col-
loboroting countries 
9. Negotiate* arrongements for outposting staff ond excercise super-
vision on their operations 
10. Negotiate* agreements with other IARC's for the establishment of 
relay teams 
11. Assemble country informotion on soils,geogrophicol climotic doto, 
economic, social, institutionol, scientific and general development, 
resources, research projects, ond scientific manpower, in arder to 
develop country profiles, for use in the assessment of gools and relevonce 
of operation of the commod ity p-ograms 
12. Help to organize and establ ish informotion and documentation 
bases in cqllaborative systems 
13. Help to create, p-esent and extend a knowledge of CIAT's objectives, 
activities and results to a broad range of audiences, from Government 
administrators, to donar agencies, national progroms, other research 
institutes, agricultura! sector leaders, both from public ond privote aeas, 
and to the ge neral public . 
* the in itial phases of 
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(b.2) Postgraduate Training 
Training activities of CIAT will be primaily oriented to developing 
networks of research scientists and transfer personnel regarding CJAT's 
commodities. The following strategy will be fol lowed: 
(b . 2 . 1.) Training at CIAÍ 
1) Opportunities will be provided for young scientists to come · 
to CIAT for post-graduate internships of 5 - 12 months in research 
methodology or in production technology of individual commodities 
2) Short term 1 - 2 months and medium term up to 6 months 
multidisciplinary courses in production will be organized periodically 
3) In accord with selected graduate schools, opportunities will 
be offered for the conduct of MS thesis and Ph . D d issertation resecrch 
at CIAT 
4) A limited number of (6 months) internships will be offered for 
training in manageme nt of experiment stations with particular applica tion 
to CIAT commodities 
5) A 1 imited number of short term (2 ~ 3 months) internships wil 1 
be offered in docume ntation information and in instructional technology 
and in biometrics with special application to CIAT•s co'llmodities 
6) Post-doctoral fe llowships will bemade available for 6- 22 months 
high level training of scie nt ists of the Ph leve! from both developing and 
developed countr ies 
7) Training materials wlll be de veloped to a s.s ist w ith instruct ion 
at CIAT and al so in countr ies 
8) Assessments wil! be mode of immed iate and medium ter~ needs 
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of country programs for trained scientists to help national institutions plan 
for those needs. 
(b.2.2.) Training in-countries 
In cxJdition to ·training offered ot heodquorters CIAT will ossist (on a limited 
basis) interested countries to organize and conduct within-country troining 
programs in nationol research and development institutions. These progroms 
must be directly related to CIAT's commoc:lities. Expansion of this ossistonce 
will be contingent on availobility of speciol projects or biloterial contract 
funding. 
(b. 2.3.) Staffing arid Methodology 
Training activities at CIAT will be conducted in eoch commodity program 
by (a) direct individual supervision by senior staff scientists, and (b) o senior 
staff in charge of production train ing assisted by ossociate personnel. A 
modular approach will ~pply to orchestrate instructional inputs commodity 
specific and non-commodity spec ific such os experiment design, production 
monagement and communication. A leoder of training will orchestrate the 
troining octivities for all of CIAT and will provide the necessary administrotive 
and logistic support. A special section on troining materials will ossist senior 
scientists in the development of essentiol instrüctfonal moterials. 
(b.2.4.) Funding 
. . 
Approximotely between one half ond two thids of the funds needed for oll 
types of training ot C !ATore expected to be ollo.coted in the center 's budget. 
The rest w!ll come fr .:>rn interesled donors of va·ious countries. A mejor 
portian of these wi ll be constituted by o speciol project to be financed by 
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the UNDP in 1977-1979. · Additional funds will be :sought Oi"' a special 
project basis as needs and opportunities a ise. 
~.2.5 ;) Recruiting 
CIAT selects candipates for training among the best $cientists who work in the 
national research and development programs directly on CIAT's commodities. 
The academic levels required are adapted to the availability of professionals 
of various levels, which tend to vay considerable from country to country. 
(b. 2 .6 . ) Follow up 
Each commodity program will maintain clase contcct with former trainees 
working in national institutions and private enterprise in the countries, in 
connectfon with the operation of testing networks}ransfer ·af matericls ond 
technology information, multipl icotion of troining with in country ond receiv-
ing feed-back informotion on the needs and on the results of the ·appl icotion 
of technologies emerged from CIAT. 
(b. 3) Conferences 
A number of 3 - 5 doy events will be organized to bring together scientists 
and/o r decision makers. The types of events plonned are: 
·1) Network workshops, annuol or biepial to congregate former 
CIAT trainees and other scientists pcrticipoting in the center•s 
internationol testing networks, to exchange informo tion, ogree 
on plons for germplosm exchange ond testing ond on technology 
volidotion for local conditions, ie. Meeting of the lnternational 
RiceTesting Network. 
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2) Specific problem conferences, to eventually bring to-
gether research scientists on specific discipinary-commodity 
problems, ie. Plant" Protection of Cassava. 
l 
3) Methodology workshops, sor:netimes commodity specific, 
other times cutting accross CIAT's commodities; ie. a Seminar 
on all ocat ion of research resources. 
4) Production strategy conferences, including scientists 
and decision makers from national institutions to discuss 
development and implementation of·plans for effective utilization 
of .new technologies emerging from CIAT 1 ie. Presen.tation 
days seminar; Commodity Production Planning Conferences. 
5) Manogement meetings 1 regard ing the adminstration of the 
center and program reviews 1 both interna! as we ll as exter na l. 
b .4 Scientific lnformation and Documentation Services 
Library and Documentat ion Services to C IAT scientists 1 primarily 1 and to 
national programs collaborating with CIAT 1 secondorily will be contim:cd 
and improved in efficiency 1 scope 1 ond easiness of retrieval. Editing will 
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be removed from the former position in this program toa new message design 
unit, under an additional _leodership position·. Message production will be 
expended in terms of odditional audio-visual production copobilities, retaining 
its printing ond photogrophy facility within this program. 
b.4.1. Documentotion Services 
The Cassova cnd Tropical Sean Abstrocting ond Documentation Services will be 
continued. Funding will be requested to organize the material already filed and 
abstracted on computer tapes, in order to constitute data bases, which will be 
linked to internationol informc;tion retrieval networks. Tropical pastures and 
foroges obstrocting will be initioted. The documentotion work on agricultura! 
economics, will be focused on CJAT1s commodities. 
An odditionol documentation service, will be started in el ose 1 iaison with the 
office of the A DG/IC. Jt will involve the gathering of informotion on countries, 
.with whom CJAT is expected to colloborote or is colloborating through their 
notionol ogricultural research programs. lnformotion will be collected in the 
following oreas: (o) mops; geograph icol, soils, el imotic dote;; (b) natural 
resource survey informotion; (e) country stotistics; (d) institutional survey; (e) 
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technical manpower resources; (f) development projects. Country pro files 
for use by CIAT commodity programs will be prepared, alfowing the programs to 
assess the vafidity of their objective and to steer their ac:tions towards relevant 
goals in terms of the needs of the country at large, and of the realities and needs 
of small farming operations, in particular, in each country or region. 
b. 4. 2 Library Support Serv ices 
Library acquisitions will continue at present rote, with some transfer of fifing of 
pubfications to microfilm and mic.rofiche . This will enable the Library to better 
utilize available and residual space. lt will also accelerate the retrieval of 
library information and help in reducing postage costs in information exchange. 
The Table of Contents publication will be continued. 
b.4.3 Networking of Documentation Data Bases and lnformat ion Retrieval 
A linkage with the internationa l network of data bases available at over 50 
computer locations throughout the world will be planned , and real ized provided 
the project is found to be technic.all y, and economically viable . Access to 
computer data retrieval systems is expected to be made through telephone line 
from Cali to Bogotá, microcomputer set up in Bogotá, and the use of a Satellite 
wide bond through possible arrangements with TYMNET~CA/fELECOM, wh ich are in 
the study phase now. The C IAT informot ion retrieval system on its own future 
data bases on beans, cassava, and tropical forages and nutrition, will in turn 
be made availab le on the sorne conditions to oll research institutions. An 
information network of IARC's inte rested in th is idea will be promoted. 
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b.4.4. Message Production Support Services 
The printing and photography sections will continue providing support in 
producing publications , phot~raphs and-slides. 
A new audio-visual section wilt be integrated, the tota! forming the Message 
(. 
Production Support Service. · Movie film, Super 8. and 16 mm, and video-tape 
production capabilities, as well as audio production material per se for radio 
programs or in conjunction with movie films, filmstrips or sets of si ides for 
educationaL public relations, general information and training will be produced. 
In Fig. 6 are listed the publications, materials for training and audio-visual 
messages to be produced. 
b .5 Publ ic lnformation and Message Design 
A new position of senior staff leve l is being requested for a Public lnformation 
and Message Design Program leader. This program will be rein forced with the 
two present editors, and wi ll operate with the additional help of the training 
materials and communication specialist located in the Training Program. 
Strategies for this program follow: 
b.5 . 1 . Public lnformation Design 
A series of message design products printed and in audio-visual form, will be 
produced for the types of audiences indicated in Fig. 6 . T!-le)' will aim ct 
transferring informat ion based on the results of CIAT research, and its pote ntial 
for increased production toa wide spectrum of audiences, ranging from the general 
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public . passing through farmers, scient ists and agents of change (extension) to 
govemment planners and decision makers. 
The office of the Director of th_e Program ·will collaborate with the ADG/IC in 
supporting the latter in public information and public relation projects, with the 
design of various types of messages , and also through personal action. 
b.5.2. Editorial Services 
The Director of the Public fnformation Program will work actively with the Commodity 
Program Scientists in developing materials for publication and other forms of message. 
lt is expected that he will do a considerable amount of design and writing himself, 
and receive the close support of the Spcn ish and EngHsh editors. 
b .5 . 3. Audio7Visual Message Desig11 
Seve ra ! 15-30 minute movies on the commodities on which CfAT works will be made 
on video-tape a nd movie film . A general movie on CIAT is also planned. The des ign 
of these movies will be made in cooperation with commercial TV -n1ovie film make rs. 
Educational video- tapes, se ts of educational slides with accompanying cassettes 
(audio-tutorial materia l) will be produced. 
b .5. 4. Visitors Program 
CIAT receives sorne 4, 000 visitors per year. This program will receive instructional 
material, in the form of pr inted pamphle ts, gener~l informat ion on CJAT programs, 
and achievements and aud io-visua l explanatory material. Not onl y its public 
information, public relations nature, but its need._to produce conditions 
fo r she lteri ng a nd insulating C IAT scientists, for conti11uing creative work will be 
carefully programmed and monitored . 
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C. Outreach fvA.odel for ea eh Conimodity 
The following model is presented asan example for a sequence of actions to 
be conducted with in an outreach strategy model for a g iven commodity. Th is 
example is in operation on cassava for Southeast Asia . 
l 
1. Compile benchmark information and collect observations on country practices 
and identify problems that need technological solutions in . the: production orea. 
Ntethods: a) Visits and personal contacts 
b) Corresponde nce 
e) Country profile on technology and resources 
d) Set up a data base 
e) Assess steps that need solution in an organized analytical 
problem dissection. 
2. Field-tests of te chnology deve loped at CIAT or prev iously added to CIAT 1s own 
from othe r research centers . 
tv\ethods: · a) Introduce CIAT varieties , CIAT assembled varieties, and 
varie ties from other research centers. 
b) Field trials for y ield, and pest and disease resistance 
e) Test production of rieed me thods against local ones, a dapting 
when necessary 
d) Re lease bet ter cult ivcrs fcr propogotion a nd recommend superior 
germplasm and/or breeding material in advanced or intermediate 
phases of se lection for use in exist ing national programs 
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e) ,V.Cintain and inerease seed or propagoting material from promising 
eultivors. 
3. Workshops on production prob\ems eva\uotion on CIAT's mandated eommodities1 
and on researeh results. 
Methods: a) Fundamental produetion problems and analysis of poliey 
formulotions. 
b) Regional eoordination workshops. 
e) Researeh networking, result anolysis and planning meetings. 
d) Government-researeh-industry joint workshops 1 designed for 
seetorio 1 interploy and eross-referenee of information. 
4. Manpower development for researeh 1 produetion 1 poliey orientation and 
formation of an educotional base. 
Methods: a) Development of a system of post-doctoral, pre-doctoral 1 
pre-master research fellowsh ips. 
b) Development of production (long and short troining courses) 
for product ion special ists. 
e) Development of training oids, materiols and training programs 
d) ln-country training eourses for extension specialists. 
e) fv1.odel production course development for farm-leaders 1 local 
agricultL1ral orea managers, managers of ccoperatives. 
5. Development of Commodity Production Strateg ies at the Country leve 1 by 
National Programs , with collaborative inputs from CIAT. 
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O. Definition of cvailable technorogies 
In defining which materials and methodologies hove evolved from its programs to tha 
point of carying a current and intrinsic potential for increased commodity productivity, 
CIAT will from time to time add them toa catalogued list, and will organize transfer 
projects for them in isolated form oras semi-complete or complete packages or systems. 
Technology presently e xistent at CIAT a·nd ready to be transferred is indicated below. 
d. l. Beans 
d. l. l. lnoculation methodologies 
d.l.2. Plonting distances and populations for maize-beans association. 
d. 1 .3. Methodology for maintain ing insect-free grain. 
d.1.4. Seed cleaning and limitation to seed born pathogens. 
d.2. Beef Production 
d.2.1. Experimental lines _of legume ond grass species to be evaluated for 
product ivity, tolerance to insect, disease, drought and acid soil sfTesses 
at the Network 1 1 evel . 
d .2.2. Advanced lines of legume ond grass species considered adapted to acid 
infertile soil oreas wh ich ore recxly for reg ional testing at the Network 11 
levei (About 10-121ines). These can be. planted in about 12sites in 1977 
forming the lnte rnational Network of Tro pical Forage Evaluation (~1 I NTFOR"). 
d.2.3. Methods for sel ecting vor ieties ond species rolerant to acid infertile soil 
conditions (aluminum toxic ity,low phosphorus a vailabili ty, etc . ) 
d .2.4. Methods for establ ish ing g ross pas tures under savanna and jung le conditions . 
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d.2.5. Break the vicious circle of failure of legume inoculation technology 
by (1) providing national institutions inoculants of guaranteed ·quality 
at the time of dispatch, (2) by expediting delivery of both product and 
technology and (3) by providing a simple experimental design to 
demonstrate the benefits (or loe k thereof) of inoculation. We would 
like to limit this transfer to leg~mes adaptable to acid infertile soils . 
d .2.6. Low fertil izer input soil management technologies for Oxisol and 
Ultisol oreas in savannas and jungles. lncludes techniques on land 
e leer ing 1 reo 1 ist ic 1 ime requ irements 1 so i 1 fertil ity e val uation and 
simplified soil classification systems for grouping soils with common 
fertility 1 imitations. 
d.2.7. How to increase calving percentages from the average of 45% to 75% 
in Oxisol savanna conditions in the absence of improved pastures with 
mineral supplementation and early weaning (in oreas where abundant 
pastures ore available fo r the calves). 
d .2.8. Basic production technology for seed production programs of Stylosanthes 
guyanensis 1 Centrosema pubescens 1 Pueraria phaseoloides 1 Desmodium spp. 1 
Brachiaria spp. 1 Andropogon ·gayanus 1 Pan icum maximum and Dicanthiu m 
aristatum. 
d.2 . 9 . Methodology for country-wide anolysis cf health problems of beef cattie 1 
includ ing integration of field and laboratory phases 1 economic anal ysis 
o f impact of diseases and the control of many of them. 
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. 
d.2.10. Low cost infrcstrueture for beef cattle ronches in savanna oreas 
including locally made windmills, watering tanks and constructions 
emphasizing use of native materials. 
d . 3. Cassava 
d .3. 1. Clean seed productiÓn methods . 
d.3.2. Rapid propagation . 
d .3 .3. Stake treatment. 
d.3.4. Weed control methodology 
d.3.5. Storage. 
d.3.6. Solar root drying. 
d.3.7. Selected high y ielding lines. 
d.3.8. Biologicol control of hornworm (pre liminory) . 
d .3 . 9. Basic fertilizer recommendations for oxisols (preliminary) . 
d .4. Ecto-Hemoparosite Project 
d.4.1. Control of vector of hemoparositic diseases. 
d .4.2. Control of ectoparosites. 
d.4.3. Control of onaplosmosis. 
d .5. Germplosm 
Collections of beans, cossavo ond foroges. 
d .6 . Moize 
Moize germplosm . 
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d .7. Rice 
d .7. l. Seed of improved va-ieties C ICA-7 and C ICA-9. 
d.7.2. Rice germplasm with blast resistance and other types of disease 
resistance in moteriols with good groin qual ity as measured by 
consumer preferences in Latin Americe. 
d.8. Swine 
d. 8. 1. Feeding systems with cassavo roots ." 
d .8.2. Feeding systems with cassavo flour . 
d.8.3. Feeding systems with cassavo siloge. 
d.8.4. Feeding systems using suga ond sugor cone molasses. 
d.8.5. Feeding systems using opaque-2 maize. 
d.8.6. Feeding systems using fresh banano fruits. 
d .8.7. Feeding systems using soybeon gro in. 
d.8.8. Feedin~ systems using cotton-seed meal. 
d .8. 9. Feeding systems using rice polishings. 
d.8.10. Manogement systems under semi-intensive breeding. 
d.8.11 . Monogement systems for fottening pigs in confinement. 
d.8.12. Sanitotion preve~tive progroms. 
d.8.13. Control ond errodication system for sonitory problems. 
d.8.14. Practico! methods for selection, breeding, ond improvement of swine 
breeds in the tropics. 
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E. Projection of availabil ity of new technologies 
The commodity research programs have established projected achievements timetables, 
under which they expect to accumulate new transferable materials and methodologies 
to their existing store. As these expectations materialize, ~he information of the 
type and features, the potential. orea of application, and priority of use, and the 
expected limitations for each type of material or methodology will be reported to the 
office of the ADG/IC. Coordination for oction meosures in validation tests will then 
be established with program leaders and support through communication medie will be 
sought by the ADG/IC from the Messoge Design and Production Units, once the 
validative tests demonstrote the superiority or usefulness of the new technology. 
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VI. OPERATIONALIZATION OF THE SOLUTION MODEL: TACTICS 
While most of the activities that pertain to the operational ization of a Solution 
Model belong atthe:tacttcal level, sorne of them ae, of such majar importance in terms 
of institutional commitments and their continuity over a period of years that could be 
handled either as strategies or at the project execution level. 
lt is not the intention of this paper to dwell into the progromatic detoils of 
internotional cooperation octivities. These will be discussed annually ot the time of the 
Centers ' program review. We will only bring forward those of greater importance in terms 
of continuing commitment of C IAT o ver a period or yeors. These may be interpreted, al so 
as strategies within the solution módel. 
Of these actions, sorne are already in progress, since befare 1977, while others are in 
the planning stage, and at th is time are qual ified as proposals. 
A. Reg ionol Service Programs 
lnternational Cooperation at CIAT involves the p-ogramming of activities of service in a 
regional, rather than on a country by country basis. This does not detroct from the fact 
thot sorne bilateral contracts are in e x istence and others will be mode between CIAT and 
specific countries. 
Re:;¡ional activity in the different commodities is developed on the bosis of the following 
foctors: (l) availcbility or expéctctions of improved technology for s:.;bstc;:tial coii1modity 
production increases in o certain regional , (2) selection of regions with the countries w ith 
· a deficit of production in a given cornmodity , (3) selection of regions with high dependence 
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on certoin commodities for food, (4) selection of regions with high potential for 
production, (5) selection of reg ions with countries actively expanding institution 
building and design ing their own new production poi icies, backed by appropriate 
interno! government support. 
CIAT regional ser-Vice progroms ore expected to be funded as follows: 
a. 1. IDRC supported outreach in Cossava 
With IDRC support CIAT has al reody establ ished two internationol cooperotion 
positions for cassavo research ond production, nomely: 
a. 1.1. Cassava outreoch - location CIAT. 
- responsib il ity Latin America. 
a.1.2. Cossava outreach- location SEARCA, Los Ba"os, Philippines. 
- respo nsibility, S. E. Asia. 
6.2. UNDP Proje ct 
This project* is pending approval after it was presented to UNDP for assistance, 
being reduced from US $4.4 million to US $1.6 million. 
The proje ct involves engoging the services of three experts at Senior Stoff leve!. 
One of them, for rice , has olready been selected, and os soon as the proje ct 
is approved will be locoted in Costa Rica. The others will be located in Brasilia, 
Cerrado ~enter, Brazil (foroge:;) , one in beai1S in Cos ta Rico, ond two tro ining 
experts ot the MS leve!, would be locoted ot C IAT. The staffing pattern would 
* 
111nternat iona l Cooperat ion for Te chn ica l Ass istonce an:l Professiono l Troining for 
Agr icultura! Product ion in Tro pj.tol Amer ice " 
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be as follows, with indicotion of dlXotion of these positions: 
Durotion 
No. ond Progrom Locotion lnitiation Mon/Month Activity * 
(1) Rice Costo Rico April 1977 33 !V O 
(1) Foroges Braz il July 1977 30 o 
(1) Beons Costa Rico Januory 1978 24 o 
(2) Troining CIAT Jonuary 1978 48 T 
* R= Reseorch; O=Outreoch; T=Training 
The project includes support personnel (ossociate professionals, ossistants, technicians, 
secretaries). 
Training courses are also planned w ithin this program, including a provision of scholar-
ships. The additional features of the project are: 
o.2 . 1. Training Programs: 
a.2.1.1. Two six -month courses on Seef Production. 
a. 2. 1 . 2. O ne five-month course on Sw ine Produc tion. 
a.2.1.3. Two five-month courses on Sean Production . 
a. 2. 1.4. Two twelve-month courses on Cassovo Production. 
a . 2. 1 .5. Two five-month courses on Rice Production. 
a. 2. 1.6. Four short courses: two in Sean, two in Rice Production, 
one month each. 
a. 2. 1.7. O ne short course in Swine Product ion 1 ! months. 
o.2.2 . Scholarships for MS leve l training : 16 
a.2.3. One consultation conference . 
a.2.4. Technical ass istance support funds to countries . 
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a.3. Proposed Additional Regional Service Program Funding 
Requirements of additional personnel to complete the staffing pattern that was 
left incomplete when the original UNDP project was reduced, and the identification 
of new alternatives leed ~o the following proposed set of actions: 
a.3.1. Staffing pattern 
Duration 
No.and Program Location lnitiation Man/Month Activity* 
(2) Junior/ Beef 
Production CJAT 1978/79 72 T 
Training 
(1) Sean Brazil 1979 36 o 
( 1) Bean East Africa 1979 36 o 
(2) Rice Brazil 1979 36 o 
Dom. Republ ic 1'979 36 o 
(1) Cassava CIAT 1978 36 o 
(1) Cassova SEARCA 1978 36 o 
Phil ippines 
* R=Reseorch; O =Outreach; T=Training 
Justification for these positions is presented below: 
Beans Clean seed production, and the need to expand network testing in regional 
projects. 
Rice. One special ist for outreach on irrigated and upland rice in countries with in the 
Amazon river bes in zone of influence . One special ist for the production de ficient 
Caribbean rice crea. 
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Cossovo. The new scientist locoted at CIAT would substitute for a present one 
leaving on a sobbotical, ond will later undertoke expended outreoch activities 
including ossisting with country progroms in Colombia, Venezuela, Mexico, Brozil 
ond Peru. 
The cossovo outreoch specialist at SEARCA, Philippines, will be o pathologist/ 
entomologist. His miss ion will be complementing the agronomist olreody establ ished 
there in outreoch activities in South Eost Asia. 
Beef Production. Training . Two Junior (MS Level) trainers will ossist in developing ond 
engoging in training in the orea of forages and nutrition. 
B. Bilateral Programs 
Bilateral CIAT country programs while generolly envisioned and required for sorne 
specific coses neither do constitute now, nor will be in th~ future the most important 
part of the international coop·~ration service activities of C IAT. 
While CIAT 's policy is designed to operate with an aim to integrate as far as possible 
countries within regions for the purpose of research applications, the realities of size 
. of sorne countries, the particular needs of sorne in regard to training, adaptation of 
technologies, and other requirements of a specific nature, tend to bring CIAT to focus 
more sharply on sorne projects in specific countries at certain times. Sorne countries 
and institutions aware of these s ituations tend to assure for themselves security of 
CIAT support and collaboration on a continuing basis through agreements or contracts. 
While trying to discourage these agreements, or acting in the cose of their existence, 
in a balanced manner in pursuing an oriented and conceived preference for regio'1al 
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service octivities, CIAT real izes the need for sorne countries to estoblish 
bilateral controcts, either for the purpose of using funds provided by internotionol 
agencies for controcting scientists to support their reseorch institutions, or to enoble 
their institutions to operote in regord to CIAT in o more favorable otmosphere within 
the ir own system of legal regul otions. 
CIAT will excercise o high sense of responsibility in evoluoting invitotions to porticipate 
in ogreements, ond in originoting proposols for formolizotion of ogreements with ony 
country. lt will oscertoin whether such ogreements might render CIAT incopoble of 
performing its obligotions or moy force it to deport from its primory, bolcnced, 
objective goals, through an overburdened lood in the oreo of bilateral controcts. 
Yet, within these constraints severo! bilateral controcts do exist, ond other ore being 
studied ot present. 
b. l. Guatemala 
CIAT initioted o cooperative ogreement with the Instituto de Cimcio y 
Tecnolog io J>er icolos ( ICT A) of Guatemala in 1973. The financ ing for th is 
project co'Tles from the Rockefeller Foundotion. lts oims ore to provide 
technical and administrotivesupport to ICTA in the initiol stages of its 
development. Three CIAT stoff mem6ers were locoted in Guatemala. With 
the departure of one of them in 1976, two were ieft in 1977. To them, e bean 
6 6 d add d · 1977, both financed from an patholog ist and 0 ean re e er were e tn 
AID loan to Guatemala . 
• 1 cts of C IAT porticip::: tion in this project ore: 
F unctlono as pe 
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a. lnstitutional build-up, in structure and administration. 
b. Organization of research programs on prioritary commodities. 
c. Physicol ond cx:Jministrotive development of resecrch stations. 
d. Organizotion and development of mechanisms of technology transfer. 
e. Development of trained human resources. 
b . 2. Honduras 
e IAT ond the Secretaria de Recursos Naturales of Honduras storted in 1976 
o three yeors ogreement pursuont to o prcv ious ogreement between the 
Government of Honduras and BID, for the purpose of e IAT techn icol 
colloborotion inobeon development progrom in thot country. 
e IAT 's porticipotion in this project is through: 
o. Colloborotion in reseorch on beons. 
b. Vol idotion of production technology. 
c. Troining of technicol personnel. 
Areo pilo~ project collaborotion is planned to continue in beon technoloay val idation, 
network testing of beon vcrieties, ond in troin ing in Honduras. 
b.3. Ponamo 
At the request of the Ministry of ~ricultural Development of Ponamo (MIDA) 
on ogreement was sig':'led early in 1977 between both M IDA and eJAT for the 
purpose of rese~ch support of the Panama11 ion lnstitute of .Á€riculturol Reseorch 
in cossava, moize, beef cattle ond swine . Actions on this contract will be 
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programmed th is yeor. The cgreement is very general cnd of e formol 
ncture 1 cnd in the view of CIAT does not represente specicl commitment 1 
different in scope cnd ncture to those it would corduct otherwise. However 1 
more countries ere requ iring formol "Convenios " or ogreements with C JAT 1 
in order to estcblish e legal bcsis within the frcmework of their respective 
lcws for collcborctive cctivities. 
b.4. Peru 
In 1975 en cgreement wcs signed between CIAT crd the Ministry of Agriculture 
of Peru for Ccsscvc Resecrch 1 in Peru 1 wi1h funds specificclly clloccted to CIAT 
for th_is purpose by JDRC. A first report from Peru cnd review on the field by 
C IAT scientists wcs mcde in 1977 . . A second cllocction of fun:ls from JDRC 
through C IAT is pend ing 1 cfter presentction of new pro jects by Peru s M in istry 
of Agriculture. 
This rr.cidel of funding through CJAT will not be encourcged in the future. 
b.5. Colombia 
Agreemenl-s ere being negoticted with the Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario 
(ICA) for e new form of colloborative system, wh ich tckes into ccnsiderotion 
the new scope, content, cnd objectives of CIAT~ s progroms 1 as well os the 
new ·pbjectives, contents and re c rrongement of progra:-ns, ond the ir locotíon 
bases resulting from the evoluticn of po i icies at ICA. The approoch followed 
is by stction operotions 1 os we ll os by commodities. A finalized ogreement 
or se t of ogreements will be completed in 177,7. 
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b.6. Brazil 
A bilateral pro3ram with Brazil is be ing negotiated, through its national 
research agency EMBRAPA for collaboration in research and outreach in 
beans, rice, cassava, beef production and swine production. 
EMBRAPA has agreed, in principie, to finance the following positions out of 
an IBRD loan to EMBRAPA, utilizing a contract already mode between IICA 
and EMBRAPA for recruiting personnel. C IAT would be a subcontractor to 
IICA, and the positions would be CIAT outposted staff positions. Possibility 
of sorne regional activity of th is staff would be allowed by EMBRAPA. 
b.6. 1. Staffing pattern for CIAT/IIC.A/EMBRAP.A/IBRD Personnel (Brazil) 
Position Location lnitiation Duranon Man/Month 
(1) Bean breeding Goiania 1977 36 
(1) Upland rice breeding Goiania 1977 36 
(1) Cassava breeding Cruzdas Almas 1977 36 
In addition, several core research funded positions will be established for the Beef 
Production Program in Brazil, as follows: 
b . 6.2. Staffing pattern for CIAT core Personne l (Brazil) 
Position 
(1) Animal scientist 
(1) Agrostolog ist-
lntroduction 
(1) Forage spe cia!ist 
Locatlon lnitiation Duration 
Brasilia 1977 5 years 
Brasilia 1977 4 years 
Brasilia 1978 4 years 
These positions wi!l be rese::rch ones . They will respond functio nall y to the 
program lea::ler a nd the ADG/R, and administrative ly to the ADG/ IC. 
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· C. Future Regional Pro ject Outposted Staff 
At very early stages of planning yet, it is proposed that within the period of 
time specified below the following positions be considered: 
e. 1. Peru 
Pursuant to the poss ib il ity of Board of Trustees approval for incorporation 
into the Beef Production target oreas in the infertile oxisols of the Amazonian 
Tropical rain forest ecological formation, and an agreement with the 
Govemment of Peru, which would consider collaboration in research and 
ouireach on tropical foroges and beef production, the following staffing 
pattern wou Id be suggested: 
Positlon Location lnitiation Duration 
(1) Pasture .Agronom ist Pucallpa 1978 5 yeas 
(1) Animal Scientist Pucallpa 1979 4 years 
These positions hove been requested for core program finoncing. 
c.2. Venezuela 
Two beef production positions, with location at the Llanos Research Center 
of FO NAIAP at Calabozo, Guarico, Venezuela, are being studied. These 
would be placed at location, 1 inking their work to the Carimagua Center. 
These and possibly other positions would be established in accordance to the 
. 
terms of an agreement, which would be eventually reached with the Venezuelan 
Government and with their own Speciat Fund ing. 
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. O. Summary of Staffing Pattern 
The following table summcrizes the proposed staffing pcttern for (1) outposted 
resecrch 1 (2) regional services 1 and (3) bilateral controct stoff: 
Reg ionol Outreoch 1 B i·lateral Controct Re$earch, Outposted Research and Central! y 
Posted . Outreach Stoff 
Program Locotion Finan e ing Type*** 
Rice 
Breeder Goiania 1 Broz il EMBRAPA/IBRD BC 
Agronomist Goionia 1 Brozil Speciol Funding RO 
Breeder San Jose 1 Costa Rica UNDP RO 
,Aeronomist Santo Domingo 1 Special Funding RO 
Dominican Republic 
Beon 
Breeder Gu::~temala BID/ICTA* BC 
Pathol og ist Guatemala BID/ICTA* BC 
Agronomist San Jose 1 C.Rica Special Funding RO 
,Aeronomist East Africa Special Funding RO 
Cassavo 
Agronomist CIAT IDRC* RO 
Agronomist SEARCA, P~ il ippines IDRC* RO 
Agronomist SEARCA, Pn il ippines Special F und ing RO 
,Aeronomist CIAT Special Funding RO 
• 
Program 
Beef Production 
Agrosto log ist-
lntroductions 
Forag e S pe e ia 1 ist 
Animal Scie ntist 
Forage Breeder 
Agronomist 
Agrostologist 
Animal Seie ntis 
* Present Positions 
** New Positions 
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Location 
Brasilia, Brasil 
Brasilia, Brazil 
Bra5il ia, Brazil 
Pucallpa, Peru 
Pucallpa, Peru 
Calabozo, Venezuela 
Calabozo, Venezuela 
*** T y pes : BC = B il otero! Contract Research S taff 
RO = Reg ional O utreach 
O R= O utposted Research Staff 
E. lntemational Center Relay Teams 
F inane ing Type* 
Core** OR 
UNDP** OR 
Core** OR 
Special Funding OR 
Special Funding OR 
Special Fund ing RO 
Special Fund ing RO 
An integra l approach to solving technology transfer problems between in ternat ional 
Centers for the use of the ir respect ive geograph ica l - p-ior ity bound el ients is 
through the establishment of commodity re lay teams, e ither at Ce nter he adquarters 
or in the locat ions where they hove conce ntrated research and/ or techno logy 
transfer activ ities . 
A p;el iminory exper ience i·s be in-d obtained with the establ ishment o f a ma ize relay 
team at C IAT, whose last posit ion was f illed in January 1977. 
Add itiona l re lay team pos it ions will be sought with the following compos it ion and 
locat ion: 
• 
.. 
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Progre m lnstitute Locction Funding 
Cowpeas 
Breeder liTA CIAT Specicl 
Agronomist liTA Rec ife, Braz il Specicl 
Sorghum cnd 
Millets 
Breeder ICRISAT CIAT Specicl 
Agronom ist ICRISAT CIAT Specicl 
Ue!cnd Rice IRRI CIAT Specicl 
Pecnuts 
Breeder ICRISAT . CIAT Specicl 
Agronomist ICRISAT Mcturin, Venz. Specicl 
Present cgreements exist with CIMMYT cnd IRRI for relcy tecms ct CIAT. 
Two CIMMYT relcy tecm members ore clready posted ct CIAT, cnd one has 
been designcted by IRR I for CIAT hecdquorters locction. 
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VIl. EVALUATION 
A final but very important element of the conceptual scheme of lnternational 
Cooperation is made by the evaluation of the operoting system ot periodicol time 
intervols. 
Evaluations will be mode at such intervals that may help to monitor changes and detect 
problems concerning the pace of technology transfer 1 and its acceptance or could be 
used for the assesment of final results at the country or regional level. 
Economic and physical data gathering at the farmers level 1 should follow the 
accumulation of previous rnformation on physical yields or other factors susceptible 
of quantification that may give a measure of (a) expected leve! of results of the 
technologies evolved ot CIAT and transferred to the countries 1 (b) the degree to which 
the technologies hove been accepted and diffused in the countries 1 and (e) the actual 
results obtained at farm 1 regional 1 and country levels. 
The existence of constraints blocks 1 and bottlenecks to technology transfer should 
be monitored. When identified 1 solutions for their elimination should be proposed and 
appl ied either by CIAT 1 or by the collaborating country. 
A constant back-feeding process of information may help CIAT programs at the 
transfer as well as the research phases to assess to which extent the goals are be ing 
accomplished . Additionall y, critica! examination of the relevance of the pro:;:¡ram 
goals, will be achieved, yie lding base material either for changes of poi icy decisions 1 
re lated to the goals or means, or for a new set of tactics. 
